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ll semester B.sc. Examination, August/september zazg
(NEP Scheme)
MATHEMATICS

BSC - 2.1 : Algebra - ll and Calculus - ll
Time : ZYz Hours Max. Marks:60

PART _ A

l. Answer any four of the following :

,rtr=[1 z 34\ (12 34\. ._1, t'+ 2 3 ,J'non=i., ;;,J t''or-'os

2) Show that f : (2, +) -+ (22, +) defined by f(x) = 2x is a homomorphism.
3) Find the order of each element of the multiplicative group

G = {1, -1, i, -ii.

4) lf u=x2- 2y,v=x+yshow,hr, 
gg_!=2(x+1).
d tx, Y,l

5) write the necessary condition for f(x, y) to have an extremum at (a, b).
111

6) Evaluat" 
J J J "- 

,-' dx dy dz .

000

(4x2=$)

(4x5=20)

PAFIT _ B

ll. Answer any four of the following :

7) lna group G, if o(a) = fi v a e G, d = (fl, m), then provethat o(",)=1..t, ' d
8) Find all the right and left cosets of the subgroup H = {0, 2,41in (zu, +u}.

9) lf 'a' is a generator of a cyclic group G, then prove that a-1 is also a
generator.

10) With usual notation prove that xP * U* = nudx 'dy

1 1) By changing the order of integration evaruur" i i*y oy o* .

11a o x

12) Evatuate JJJ(*' + y' + z') dx dy dz.
000
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PART _ C

lll. Answer any four of the following : (zlxg=32)

13) Define a normal subgroup of a group G and prove that a subgroup H of a
group G is normal if and only if gHg-, = H, V g € G.

14) State and prove the fundamental theorem of homomorphism on groups.

15) Define coset of a subgroup H in group G and prove that any two right (left)
cosets of a subgroup H of a group G are either disjoint or identical.

16) Expand f(x, Y) = e*siny by Taylor's theorem in powers of x and y as far as
terms of fifth degree.

17) rfx= u(1 -v), y- uv, catcutate J= ?!*,rJ andJ,= ?!''') . Atsoverify
i.i'= 1. d(u, vj d(x,y)

18) Evaluate [J xyz dx dy dz, where R is the positive octant of the sphere
R

x'+y'+22=a2.


